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Abstract: Interior condition liquids, chiefly the blood, are the reflex of the metabolic-healthful condition of the life form. So as to improve the hostage reproducing of caymans it is important to discover fitting eating regimens to quicken their development. Diets can be assessed through weight gains, body size and blood nourishing pointers. The goal of this measure was to get reference esteems and physiological varieties of this parameters, in Caiman latirostris and Caiman yacare adolescent examples. In an incubation facility in northeastern Argentina, 207 caymans (half of every specie and sex), which were encouraged not indispensable with meat flour and adjusted pellets (47 and 37% of protein separately), were examined. Weighins and estimations of five corporal measurements and thirty nine blood analytes, were done in each season during one year. Results were prepared by methods for multivariate examination of the fluctuation (MANOVA) and they demonstrated huge contrasts among species and between seasons (p<0.05), however not between genders. By and large, egg whites, glucose, calcium, magnesium, potassium, hemoglobin, MCH, MCHC, MCV, GGT, all out length, gag tail length, head width, thoracic edge and liveweight, were higher in C. latirostris. Interestingly, all out protein, globulin, uric corrosive, absolute cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL-C, sodium, copper, hematocrit, erythrocytes, leukocytes, CPK, ALP, AST, CHE, LDH and head length, were higher in C. yacare. Wholesome markers uncovered higher qualities in summer, situation credited to the discontinuance of sustaining during the caymans winter dormancy. The nonattendance of intersexual varieties ought to be deciphered remembering that the creatures were youthful examples that despite everything didn't show regenerative conduct. All in all, here are accounted for reference esteems for sub-grown-up class examples of hostage C. latirostris and C. yacare. Liveweight, morphometric sizes, and biochemical qualities changed by species and period of the year. It is normal that this information can be applied to improve the cayman reproducing framework.
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Introduction

Caiman latirostris and Caiman yacare (Figures 1 and 2) are two autochthonous types of crocodiles from the Alligatoridae family that occupy the northeastern Argentina (Ferreyra and Uhart 2001). To advertise the reptile calfskin and meat, incubation facilities have as of late multiplied right now, practice the farming framework. This system comprises in initiating the bring forth of eggs accumulated from the indigenous habitat, and raising the caymans under controlled conditions until arriving at business size for its butcher and deal. The arrival to their condition of the dear level of creatures that had made due under common conditions is a significant part of this misuse framework (Waller and Minucci 1993, Prado et al. 2001). In different spots of the world, logical examination is coordinated to the target of quickening the hostage caymans development speed, to make it progressively beneficial the creation. This suggests finding fitting weight control plans in amount of nourishment, nature of their parts and edibility of the nutritious standards (Piña and Larriera 2002). The utilization of blood healthful pointers, got together with the advancement of liveweight and corporal measurements, can participate to the accomplishment of this target. Getting the reference
extend for research center qualities additionally expect significance to enhance the finding of ailments of reptiles in bondage (Ferreyra and Uhart 2001, Uhart et al. 2001).

To get reference esteems for adolescent examples (sub-grown-up classification) from the species C. latirostris and C. yacare submitted to a similar eating routine, just as to check contrasts inferable from sex and season (cold: harvest time and winter, versus warm: spring and summer), were the goals of the preliminary.

Results and discussion
Investigation of head parts. This test exhibited that the initial three PC communicated 80% of the complete change. The PC 1 established 41.1% of the fluctuation and it was spoken to for the most part by creatinine, potassium, calcium, MCH and MCHC, in a positive way, while AST and CPK, did it in a negative way. The PC 2 contributed with an extra 20.3% and it was spoken to emphatically by liveweight and morphometric parameters as HW and TP, just as adversely by complete cholesterol and hematocrit. The PC 3 accumulated 18.7% of the complete difference: absolute proteins contributed in positive way and copper, AGR, all out leukocytes and eosinophils impacted in a negative manner on this part.

Conclusions
Taking everything into account, reference esteems are acquired for the adolescent stage (sub-grown-up class) of the two types of autochthonous caymans from northeastern Argentina, kept up in imprisonment and bolstered with a similar eating regimen. In spite of the fact that they didn't enlist huge contrasts between genders, it ought to be remembered that at this age the regenerative conduct isn't yet showed. Liveweight and morphometric measurements differed by species and period of the year. Multivariate insights identified physiological contrasts between centralizations of blood segments of C. latirostris and C. yacare, just as changes owing to the natural temperature. The way that the greater part of metabolicnutritional parameters were higher in the warm season permits to assume an adjustment in the metabolic action extent of these ectothermal creatures. In spite of the fact that they remained housed in fenced in areas shielded from the hopelessness and cold temperatures, these reptiles were not absolve of the impact of the photoperiod nor the "phylogenetic natural clock" finder of periods of the year. It is normal that such information can be applied to improve the reproducing arrangement of autochthonous caymans.
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